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Abstract 

An expert system type of knowledge rule base has been devel- 
oped for the input parameters used by the particle beam trans- 
port program TRACE 3-D. The goal has been to provide the 
program’s user with adequate on-screen information to allow 
him to initially set up a problem wiih minimal “‘off-line” cal- 
culations. The focus of this work has been m developing rules 
for the parameters which dcfinc the beam line transport ele- 
ments. Ten global parameters, the particle mas and charge, 
heam energy, elc., are used to provide “expert” estimates 01 
lower and upper limie for each of the transport element param- 
eters. For example, the limits for the field strength of the 
quadrupole clement arc based on a water-cooled, iron-core elec- 
tromagnet with dimensions derived from practical engmeering 
constraints. and the upper limit for the effeclive length is 
scaled with the particle momenta so that initially parallel tra- 
jectones do not cross the axis inside the magnet. Limits for 
the quadrupole doublet and triplet parameters incorporate these 
rules and additional rules based on stable FODO lattices and 
bidirecbonal focusing requirements. The structure of the rule 
bze is outhned and examples for the quadrupole singlet, dou- 
blet and triplet arc descnbcd. The rule base has been imple- 
mented within the Shell for Particle Accelerator Related Codes 
(SPARC) graphical user interface (GUI). 

I. Introduction 

There arc sc~eral applications of expert systems to accelerator 
problems, notably in the area of control systems [ 1.21. 
Accelerator analysis software is another area where expert sys- 
tems offer a profitable avenue of development. The applica- 
tion of expert system shells such as the Knowledge 
Engneering Environment (KEE) is one approach to develop- 
mp expert systems for analysis codes 131. However, the rc- 
qmrement to work within the SPARC GUI precluded the use 
of such environments. For cast of integration 5~1th SPARC it 
%vas also desirable to write the rules in C rather than LISP. 

II. The Shell for Particle Accelerator Related 
Codes (SPARC) Environment 

SPARC is a unique GUI environment developed to support ac- 
celerator simulation and analysis codes. The approach IS simi- 
lar to that suggested by Heighway [4]. Figure 1 shows a 
TRACE 3-D [S] SPARC application screen [6]. The SPARC 
Interface has a number of important features which improve 
the speed and case of sctttng up and defimng a TRACE 3-D 
problem. The use of expert system type rules is the focus of 
this paper and scvcral arc discussed below. 
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Figure I. TRACE 3-D SPARC Application Screen. 

III. Knowledge Rule Base Description 

The primary objective of the cxpcrt syslcm rules IS to assist 
users in setting up beam line problems for TRACE 3-D. Both 
&ginning and exupencnccd users are intended to bcneflt. For 
novices the rules provide guidance. For advanced users the 
goal is to reduce the number of off-lme calculations. In add1 
tion, the rules assist in the trammg of new users. 

There are two classes of knowledge base rules in SPARC: (1) 
problem confrguration rules and (2) input parameter rules. 
Problem configuration rules arc concerned wdith the anangc- 
ment of components and arc implemented Ln SPARC wiih 
rules defining the placement of graphical clemcnts on the 
Model Space Pane of a Document Window (Figure I). Input 
parameter rules are quantitative and are of two types: those 
specifying default values and those provxzhng lower and upper 
limits for user guidance. 

To facilitate development of the parameter rules, the TRACE 
3-D input has been divided into four categories: (I) Global 
Parameters, (2) Piece Parameters, (3) Matching Parameters, 
and (4) User Preferences. The first two wtcgories encompass 
the numerical input required to define a TRACE 3-D beam 
line. This work discusses rules developed for these parameters. 
The latler two categories arc associated with the tasks that 
TRACE 3-D can preform once the beam line 1s defined. 
SPARC has special features lo asist in their setup and are dis- 
cussed elsewhere [6]. 

There are ten TRACE 3-D input parameters which have been 
assIgned as SPARC Global Parameters. These include the five 
“top level” beam line parameters: paniclc charge (Q), particle 
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mass (ER), initial beam energy (W), beam current (XI) and t-a 
diofrequency (FREQ). Also included are two parameters which 
Impact calculations for magnetic elements: the fringe field ex- 
tension factor for permanent magnet qnadrupoles (PQEXT) and 
a binary parameter which determines if chromatic aberrations 
are IO be included (ICHROM). Two other Global Parameters 
set the maximum step sizes used in the TRACE 3-D beam dy- 
namics: SMAX and PQSMAX. The last Global Parameter 
defines the initial beam setup (IBS) in terms of either emit- 
tances and Tw iss parameters, or a sigma matrix. 

The Piece Parameters include the transport parameters used by 
TRACE 3-D (arrays biT and A), the imtial beam characteristics 
(arrays BEAMI, EMIT1 and SIGI), and the final beam charac- 
tcnstics used for matching (BEAMF array). These parameters 
are accessed by “double clicking” on the piece icons appeanng 
in the Document Window. The transport parameters start with 
default values that can lx modified by the user. The rules are 
applied to the parameters of a given piece, and a set of upper 
and lon,er lrmits for each parameter are displayed giving the 
user guidance. Seveml choices for units are available, often in- 
cluding a “smart units” option [6J. 

The limits for each of the Global and Pmcc Paramctcrs arc gen- 
crated by a knowledge rule base developed specifically for the 
TRACE 3-D program. These rules are of three origins: 

- TRACE 3-D driven, 
- Particle beam optics utility, and 

Practical hardware constraints. 

The first type mcludes constraints such as requiring the input 
parameter for any “tdenttcal element” (type 16) to lie between 
the first and last element numbers of the beam line model, and 
others based on step sizes (SMAX and PQSMAX) used in the 
beam dynamics calculatrons. Practical hardware constraints are 
derived from specific accelctator technology. Section IV de- 
scribes rules for three TRACE 3-D transport elements, the 
quadrupole singlet, doublet and triplet. and illustrates examples 
from the three ongins gtven above. 

Guidelines have been developed in terms of what parameters 
cim be used for rules relating to other parameters. For the 
baschnc rules these guidelines limit the number of logic paths 
and ehminate circular paths and other conflicting requirements. 
Such conllrcts can bc handled in evpcrt systems, but this was 
considered to be beyond the scope of the baseline rules. The 
guidelines assume that a “top-down” Bow of information is the 
most important and they may be summarized as: 

- Global limits may depend on Global Parameters, 
Global limits may not depend on Piece Parameters, 
Piece limits may dcpcnd on Global Parameters, 

- Piece limits may use Piece Parameters of that Piece, 
Piece limits may not use Parameters from other Pieces, 

- Default values must be constants and self-consistent. 

.4s IS apparent from the examples described below, these guide- 
lines arc not overly resttictibe. It should be noted also that the 

TRACE 3-D guidelines are not determined by SPARC limita- 
tions; other SPARC applications have different guidelines. 

IV. Rules for Quadrupole Singlet, Doublet and 
Triplet Elements 

A. Ouadrunole Sinelet (TRACE 3-D Element Type 3) 

Them are two input parameters for the TRACE 3-D quadrupole 
element. These are the magnetic field gradient, R’ , and the ef- 
fective length, I. The limit rules and deidu]t values developed 
for these parameters are based on a water cooled, iron core, 
electromagnetic quadrupole, similar to the type discussed by 
Steffen [7]. A cross section is shown in Figure 2. 

F~gurc 2. Electromagnetic Quadrupole Geometry 

The magnetic field grndrent is 

B r = 2/i<, N I IT,? , (1) 

where I is the current in the windings, N is the number of 
turns per pole and r, is the (radial) aperture. The guidance lim- 

Its for the quadrup)le held strength use a maximum estimate 
for Nf consistent with a mimmum estimate for r,. 

For low harmonic field content, Halbach suggests (81 that the 
radtus of curvature of the pole tip, rri, be 1.15r, and that the 
half angle, 0, subtended by the pole tip be n/6. From these 
values and the geometq it can be shown that the distance n is 
1.4047,. Using N = wltan[(n/4)-81 then gives r, = 2.6-5858~. 

Characterizations [B] of hollow, water cooled, copper wire indi 
cate that a good choice is square Anaconda wire of 3.665 mm. 
Thrs is used to estimate a minimum practical radius: 

r mm = 2.658 w. = 9.74 mm (3 

The maximum current density for such wire is typically 3x107 
Almz, so the maximum current in the wire, I-, is 101 A. 
The number of windings per pole, N, is set by the ratio h/w, 
generally about 4 (7,BJ. WC assume an aggressive upper de- 
sign limit of 8, hence N = 8. The gradient limits are then: 

B’ nuu.m,n =k 2pc, NI,,ir 2 - + 42.5 T/m ml* -- (3) 
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The upper limit on the effectw length, I-, is determined by 

reqwring that the focal point of the quadrupole be outslde of 
the lens itself, i.e. that incoming parallel trajectories do not 
cross the asis inside the quadrupole, which would result in a 
lens that is defocusing in both transverse planes. If the length 
1s less than this upper limit then the quadrupole will be fxus- 
tnp in one plane. This condition can be written as 

1 mar = (ni2)k , (4) 

where k = [Ill ’ l/SpJ~ ‘2 and Up (in Tesla-meters) = (l/300)@ / 
IQI] is the particle ngidity, The lower limit on the quadrupole 
length IS taken to be the maxmum step SIP, SMAX, used m 
the TRACE 3-D beam dynamics calculations. 

B. Quadruoole Doublet (TRACE 3-D Element Type 6) 

The doublet transport clement in TRACE 3-D is an antisyn- 
metrical doublet 191 and consequently has three input parame- 
tcrq: the magnetic field gradient of the two quadrupoles, A’. 
(the sign IS that of the upstream quad), the effective length. 1, 
of the two quadrupoles and the drift distance, d between them. 
In TRACE 3-D the doublet subroutine calls the subroutines 
for the quadrupole and length elements. The limits and dc- 
faul& for the quadrupolc parameters m the doublet are adopted 
from those of the quadrupole (Sectton IV A). The rule for the 
upper limit on the drll-t distance between the quadrupdcs IS 
based on the %ercj-current %ability condition for a FODO chan- 
nel composed of drifts and these doublets (Fipurc I). The sti- 
billty condition for the channel can be wrttten as 191: 

Icoskl ctxhkl + (c&l sinhkl - sink/ ctwhkl)(kd) 
- (sink/ slnhkMk#i21 < 1 (5) 

Thts results m an upper IImit on the dnft spacing bctwecn the 
quadrupoles whtch can bc expressed as a multiple of the 
quadrup>le Icngth, ckax = II/, where: 

I) = I(cosk/ sinhkl - nlnkl coshk!) + (smhkl + sinkn] 
x [(kl )(sink/ sinhkf)-1 (6) 

The lower hmlt on the drift dtstance d IS taken to be SMAX 

C. Quadrupolc Triplet (TRACE 3-D Element Type 7) 

The tnplet transport element m TRACE 3-D is a symmetrical 
trlplet [9] and has five Input parameters. These are (I) the 
magnettc field gradient of the two outer quadrupolcs B’.. (2) 
the effective length 01.each of the two outer quadrupoles I ,, (3) 

the drift distance between the inner and outer quadrupoles, (4) 
the magnetic llcld gradient of the mner quadrupolc B’, , and (5) 

the effcctrvc length of the inner quadrupole I,. Figure 3 shows 
a schematic of the s)mmctncal tnplct. 

The Ilmlts for the parameters of the two outer quadrupoles are 
based on those of the quadrupole (Section IV A). For the inner 
quadrupolc and dnft spacing, the rules are based on the condi 
tlons for achieving bldircctional focusmg. The conditions for 
bidirectional lixuslng can be written in terms of the parameter 
s = d + (I, + / ‘)/2 as: 

I, / I(k,l,) sin(k,l,)] - 2, / ((k$,) sinh(k,f,)] c s 

< 4 / IWJ WUJl 1 (7) 

ad 
s > 21, / [(k,l,) sin(k,l,)] I, i [(k,/,) stnh(k,,l,,)] (8) 

Here, the k’s for the Inner ( i) and outer (0) quadrupoles are de - 
fined the same as for the singlet quadrupole (Section IV A). 
The constraints (7) and (8) are used to form the limit rules for 
the parameters of the inner quadrupofe and dnft length. 

Figure 3. Schematic of Triplet Transport Element. 

VI. Summary 

An expert system type of knowledge rule base for the beam 
ophcs program TRACE 3-D has been developed. Limit guide- 
lines for each input paramctcr incorporate constrarnts imposed 
by TRACE 3-D. beam optics utility and practical hardware cs- 
penence The rule base has been mtegratcd into the SPARC 
interface for TRACE 3-D. 

III 
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